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"The object of this society shall be the stimulation of general interest 

in the fields of biological science. The society shall be broad enough in scope 

and liberal enough in its organization to meet the needs of all naturalists." 

Western Society of Naturalists By-Laws, 1916 

Introduction 

With this statement the Western Society of Naturalists (WSN) was officially created at San Diego 

High School in August 1916. The roots of the WSN, however, go even earlier when a group of promi

nent biologists met in San Francisco to found the Society that was to become WSN. The following is an 

account of WSN, its form, function and evolution over the past 86 years, and biographies of some of the 

members who have been particularly influential in maintaining the Society's spirit. 1 

Origin and Early History 

As Francis B. Sumner1 pointed out in 1945, "the organizational need of the scientists of our far 

west have never been fully met by membership in national societies which hold plenary sessions, for 

the most part, east of the Mississippi River." Perhaps in an early attempt to satisfy that need, six biolo

gists, among them Vernon Lyman Kellogg, Charles Atwood Kofoid, and Harry Beal Torrey (Fig. 1 ), 

met in a restaurant in San Francisco in 1910 and founded the Biological Society of the Pacific.2 The 

Society was open to "any person interested in scientific work of a research nature. ''3 A circular of 

information and an invitation to membership was sent to approximately 100 West Coast biologists. It 

announced the "first Annual Meeting" for Saturday, April 1, 1911 at the University of California at 

Berkeley. This first meeting included four afternoon paper presentations and a dinner at the Hotel 

Shattuck (Fig. 2). A joint public session was held with the newly formed Pacific CoastAssociation of 

Scientific Societies ( forerunner of the Pacific Division of the American Association for the Advance

ment of Science) that included talks by the Presidents of both the University of California at Berkeley 

and Stanford University. By the time of the meeting, there were 70 members, including most of the 

biologists on the West Coast. 

The Biological Society of the Pacific planned to have three meetings per year (Fig. 2), with one 

designated as the Annual Meeting. One meeting each year was to be held in conjunction with meetings 

of various other societies composing the Pacific Coast Association of Scientific Societies. The non

annual meetings were rather informal. One, held on an October evening in 1911 at the Heidelberg Inn 
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Figure 1. Photograph taken at the Coronado Laboratory in San Diego in 1904. Several founding members of 
the Western Society of Naturalists are included. Back row (left to right): Williams, Crandall?, Wil

liam E. Ritter, Loye H. Miller, Charles A. Kofoid, Harry B. Torrey. Front row (left to right): J.F. 
Bovard, Effie Rigden, Alice Robertson, Calvin 0. Esterly. Reproduced courtesy of the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography Archives [identifications provided by Torrey in a 1949 letter]. 

in San Francisco, featured two papers followed by dinner ($1.00). The papers were by G.J. Pierce on 

Effects of Cement Dust on Plants, and by Harry B. Torrey on Color Differentiation in Amphibians. 

The Fourth Annual Meeting, held in Seattle, was quite huge. Fourteen papers were presented, 

including one by Charles A. Kofoid on The Protozoa and the Cell Theory, Illustrated with Lantern 

Slides. A formal Business Meeting was followed by dinner at the Hotel Savoy. At this meeting it was 

decided that the 1915 Annual Meeting would be held in San Francisco in August to coincide with the 

the Panama and Pacific Exposition. It also was announced that the highly respectedAmerican Society 

of Naturalists had invited the Biological Society of the Pacific to meige with their Society. 

On August 3, 1915, one day prior to their Annual Meeting, Pacific Coast members of the Ameri

can Society of Naturalists, many of which were also members of the Biological Society of the Pacific, 

voted to organize a Pacific Coast Branch of the American Society of Naturalists. The intent was to have 

this Pacific Coast Branch of the American Society of Naturalists absorb the membership of the Bio

logical Society of the Pacific. At their meeting on the following day, members agreed, voting to aban

don the name "Biological Society of the Pacific" and become part of this new branch oftheAmerican 

Society of Naturalists. However, the proposal for merger was rejected by the Executive Committee of 

the American Society of Naturalists at their annual meeting in Ohio in December 1915. Upon reconsid-
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eration of their offer, the Executive Committee apparently realized that the American Society of Natu
ralists could not allow members to join as a group, was concerned that the Pacific Branch might not be 

sufficiently selective in admitting members, and also felt "that the East and West are geographically too 

far apart to make a workable union.4" 

Faced with what they described as an "embarrassing position" resulting from theAmerican Soci

ety of Naturalists' decision, the Executive Committee of the newly formed Pacific Coast Branch of the 

American Society of Naturalists proposed to abandon this name and oiganization and form a new 

Society. "The Western Society of Naturalists" would include all members of the former Biological 

Society of the Pacific. A Committee on Organization, composed of Forest Shreve, J.R. Slonake:i; and 

Joseph Grinnell was appointed to re-organize the Biological Society of the Pacific as WSN and revise 

the By-Laws (Appendix B). The re-organization and By-Laws were approved at the August 1916 meet

ing in San Diego (Fig. 3). Information in the WSN archives suggests that the Executive Committee was 

very disturbed by this apparent affront by the American Society of Naturalists, and perhaps this 

influenced their choice of the new 

name. It also may have stimulated the 

offer to new WSN members of free 

membership in theAmericanAssocia

tion for the Advancement of Science, 

and membership in this organization's 

newly formed Pacific Division for $3 .00. 

The Western Society of Natural

ists was thus officially founded in 1916 

in San Diego5
, and appears to be the 

second oldest surviving natural history 

society on the Pacific Coast. Accord

ing to Tracy Storer, the California 

Academy of Sciences was founded in 

1853, but it does not have ''Natural" 

or "Naturalists" in its name.6 The old

est, the San Diego Society of Natural 

History, wa� founded in 1874. The 

Young Naturalists Society was begun 

in Seattle in 1879 but no longer exists. 

The Santa Barbara Society of Natural 

History was founded in 1886 and sur

vived until 1913. It was replaced in 

1916 by the Museum of Comparative 

Oology, later to become the Santa Bar

bara Museum of Natural History. 

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF Tll.E P.J.CIFIC 

COAST 

THE :first n1eeting o! a new soeiety for Paeitk 
coast biologists was held on April 1 at Berkeley, 
California. An a.!ternooo meeting, at which 
papers were presented by President Jordan and 
Professor Zinsser, of Stan.ford University, and 

· Professors .1tofoid and :Maxwell, of the University 
of California, was followed by a dinner at the
Hotel Shattuck, and by participation, in the
evening, in a joint general public meeting of the 
newl,- organized Paeitic Coast .Association of Sci• 
entuie Societies. At this meeting addresses were 
made by Presidents Wheeler and Jordan, of Cali· 
fornia aud Stanford universities, Professor Kel· 
logg, of Stanford University, and Yr. George
Dickie, marine engineer, of San Francisco.

The Biological Society of the Pacitie Coast be
gins with an active membership of seventy, repre
senting California, Washington, Oregon, Arizona 
and Utah. Three meetings will be held each col
lege year, of which one will be known as the 
annual meeting and will be held in conjunction 
with the meetings of the various. other societies 
composing the Pacific Coast Association of Scien
tific SQcieties. The officers of the society for 
1911-12 are: Professor Vernon L. Kellogg, presi• 
dent; Professor H. B. Torrey, secretary-treasurer, 
and ProfeBBOr H. J. :Muwell, third meu1ber of the 
executive committee. 

Figure 2. Report on the first meeting in 1911 of the Biologi

cal Society of the Pacific. Reproduced from New

Science 33 (850): 590. 
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WESTEHN' SOCIETY OF �ATURALISTS 

THE first meeting of the Wes tern Society of 
Naturalists will be held in San Diego on Au
gust 10 an<l 11, in conjuuction with the meet
ing of the Pacific Division of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science. 
The San Diego Natural History Society and 
the Pacific Coast Branch of the American 
Phytopathological Society "'ill also participate 
in the meeting of the Western Society of Nat
uralists. 

At these sessions 11 number of papers will be 
presented upon a wide range of topics of gen
eral biology which will be of interest to botan
ists and zoologists and also to the general pub
lic. Worthy papers upon more limited fields 
of zoology or botany will also be welcome. 
Titles of papers, together with brief abstracts, 
should be submitted to the secretary of the 
society, E. L. Michael, La Jolla, Califomia, be
fore July 20. 

Among the papers already offered for this 
meeting are the following: 

"Compositiou of the Rancho La Brea Faww.," 
by John C. Merriam, professor of p:i.leontoJogy and 
hietorieal geology, University of California. 

"Eugenics and Wnr; and Isolation and Produc
tion of Germinato Species," by David Starr Jor• 
dan, chancellor, Stallford University. 

"An An1ateur Naturalist in Formosa," by Dr. 
Fred Baker, Point LomL 

"Biology's Contribution to n System of Morals 
Adequate for Modern Chilizatiou,'' b7 W. E. 

Ritter, scientific director, Scripps Institution for 
Biological Research, L:i. Jolla. 

'' The Mutation Theory and the Species-con
cept,' • by R. R. Gates, ncting associate profe:isor 
of z:oology, Univel':iity of CaliforuiL 

Pnpers will also be pre3r:nted by Professor 
H. M. Hall. Dr. J' oseph Grinnell and Mr. Tracy
L Storer, of the University of Californin; by
Dr. D. T. YacDougal, Desert Botanical L:i.b
oratory, Tucson; Professor Harry Beal Torrey,
Reed College, Portland, and others.

On Thursday nfternoou, Augu3t 10, the ses
sion will take the form of 11 conference upon 
the tuna fisheries of southern California. A 
considerntiou of the tuna fisheries i3 especially 
appropriate at this time in new of the recent 
development of this industry, the establishment 
of tuna canneries at Son Diego and other 
ports of southern California, and the work of 
the Albatross of the United Sta.tes Bureau of 
Fisberie3 in tuna investigations in southern 
Califomin waters this summer. 

D,\RTON w. EVERl[ANN, 

President 

4 

Figure 3. Announcement of the 1916 organizational meeting for the Western Society of Naturalists. Repro
duced from New Science 64 (1123): 15. 

Organization and Philosophy 

From its beginnings in 1916, the organization, and the means to accomplish the goals ofWSN, 

have remained surprisingly constant and simple - a small group of officers and a few other members 

work together each year as an Executive Committee to 01:ganize one or more meetings open to all 

individuals interested in biology. The original "Objects" section in the 1916 By-Laws are only slightly 

expanded in the current "Purpose" of the Constitution and By-Laws (Appendix B). WSN has adhered 

to its goal of "the provision of opportunities for presentation and discussion of problems of common 

interest to biologists," and still attempts to "exercise an integrative function which cannot be perfonned 

by more specialized organizations." 

The cause of this consistency is no doubt because the Society continues to meet the important 

scientific and social needs of its members. Most of the officers are elected from members who consis

tently have attended meetings and presented papers, 01:ganized symposia, and otherwise taken an active 
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part in the Society's business (Appendix C). Long-time members often comment that a WSN meeting 

was the first scientific meeting they attended, and the venue where they presented their first paper 

Some members come full circle when symposia or other tributes are mganized by WSN in their honor 

as they near the end of their careers (see 1995 in Milestones below). 

While the idea occasionally is discussed at business meetings, the Society has never published a 

journal or funded other expensive programs, and has tried to keep membership and meetings inexpen

sive and informal. An emphasis on social informality and discussion makes the meetings "comfort

able," especially for students. Many members "grew up" within WSN, and commonly view it as part 

scientific society and part family. 

The emphasis has always been on the annual meetings that include both paper presentations and 

opportunities for discussion and social interaction. Integration is not only encouraged through diverse 

paper topics, but also by attempting not to schedule competing sessions. As noted in minutes from the 

1938 Business Meeting, this encourages members to "get acquainted with the work and investigators in 

the various fields of natural science in the West." This has been difficult, especially for Contributed 

Paper Sessions, as attendance has increased. Although poster sessions frequently have been suggested 

at recent business meetings, they have not been approved as most members feel oral presentations fit 

more into the spirit of the Society. 

Many meetings in the early years had fewer than 20 papers, but they always included dinner As 

the Society and length of meetings grew, dinners became Presidential Banquets, and discussion events 

like the "Smoker," later to become the presentAttitudeAdjustment Hour (AAH), were added.At present, 

the Banquet has an address by the President, and the Attitude Adjustment Hour frequently includes an 

informal presentation on a topic or travels of general interest. 

It is not clear in the older records, but letters from Denis L. Fox and recollections ofYost U. L. 

Amrein and others suggest that, even at the early meetings, it was common for students to present 

papers. Student travel awards were initiated in 1963 and best student paper awards in 1964. Dues for 

students have been less than for regular members at least since 1965, and student registration fees at 

meetings have been lower for many years. Since the early 1960s, WSN has actively encouraged student 

attendance and papers at the annual meeting. Starting in 1945 retired members have been given free 

membership and status as Honorary or Emeritus. Walter K. Fisher was the first member so honored. 

During its early years, the Society's operations (mailings, program preparation, etc.) were funded 

entirely out of dues with all labor donated by Executive Committee members. At the 1951 Business 

Meeting, members voted to levy a meeting registration fee whenever necessary so the "Society could 

live within its income." Costs increased as membership increased, meetings became lruger, and offic

ers' meeting expenses were paid. Since 1991 the Secretariat has employed students to do the routine 

tasks of maintaining membership lists, mailing newsletters, and preparing programs.Annual dues are 

set to roughly cover the costs of running the Society and produce the meetings programs, while regis

tration fees are estimated to cover the costs of the meetings. Members not attending the meeting can 

obtain a program with abstracts of papers presented from the Secretary. The Treasurer endeavors to 

maintain a slight surplus, with any additional money from dues or registration fees used for best paper 
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and student travel awards. The latter currently range from $50-$100 per applicant depending on dis

tance traveled. 

Small donations occasionally have been made by individuals and corporations to help support 

student travel awards (Appendix D). Since 1990, members have been asked to make additional contri

butions toward these awards when they pay their annual dues. 

In addition to holding meetings, WSN has occasionally taken a strong position on environmental 

issues. Concern over the effects of kelp harvesting and tuna fishing led WSN, at its founding meeting in 

1916, to sponsor a resolution approved by the Pacific Division of American Association for the Ad

vancement of Science, that urged upon "the government of the United States and the State of California 

the importance of giving such support, financial, legislative, administrative, and otherwise, as may be 

necessary to place the various sea industries on a thoroughly scientific foundation." WSN supported 

the Ecologists Union (later to become the Nature Conservancy) in 1949, and had a Standing Commit

tee on Conservation in the 1950s. It opposed building development in the Presidio of San Francisco in 

1950. Its most active involvement in conservation, primarily by writing letters to appropriate govern

ment regulatory agencies7, occurred during the early 1960s when Isabella A. Abbott was Secretary. 

Abbott was especially supported and encouraged in this effort by former Secretary and President John 

L. Mohr. Most recently at the 77th Annual Meeting, WSN sent a letter to the President of Mexico

supporting conservation efforts in the Gulf of California and offering assistance with these efforts.

Meetings and Membership 

As noted above, the Biological Society of the Pacific originally planned to have one Annual 

Meeting and two other meetings each year. WSN has primarily held annual meetings, with locations 

roughly alternating between southern California and either central/northern California, Oregon, Wash

ington, or Canada (Appendix C). Although not explicitly stated in any By-Laws or Constitution, Ex

ecutive Committees, at least since the 1960s, have attempted to vary meeting locations along the West 

Coast between San Diego and Vancouver, with two excursions to Hawaii, one to Colorado and one to 

La Paz, Mexico. However, earlier committees may have interpreted this differently, as minutes from 

the 1946 meeting suggest the tradition be continued of having meetings alternate between north (San 

Francisco region) and south (southern California). Beginning in the mid-1980s, meetings in Monterey 

have been especially well attended. In a mail poll in 1991, members indicated that Monterey might be 

a suitable venue every other year, with meetings in between alternating between more northerly and 

more southerly sites. 

Since 19288
, WSN has traditionally held its Annual Meeting, variously referred to as the annual 

"mid-winter," "winter," or "Christmas" meeting, between Christmas Day and New Year. The 1991 

membership poll indicated members were about equally divided between holding the meeting at this 

traditional time or in early January. January meetings were held in 1992, 1995, and 1996. Annual 

meetings occasionally have been held with other societies, particularly the American Society of Zoolo

gists (in 1980, 1984, 1988, and 1993). 
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In addition to recent annual winter meetings with American Society of Zoologists, WSN contin

ued the Biological Society of the Pacific tradition of meeting with other scientific societies at other 

times of the year until 1970. These joint meetings commonly occurred during the summer in conjunc

tion with the Pacific Division of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, WSN 

participated in 36 of the 48 Pacific Division meetings, commonly by sponsoring or co-sponsoring 

symposia. The Society remains an active affiliate of the American Association for the Advancement of 

Science.9 

The 1996 meeting (held in January 1997) is listed as the 77thAnnual Meeting. No meetings were 

held for three years during World War II (1942-1944). Thus, since the Society was founded in 1916, the 

January 1997 meeting should be the 78th. Whoever started this count perhaps considered the 1915 

meeting of the Pacific Coast Branch of the American Society of Naturalists to be the Founding Meet

ing, with the first WSN Annual Meeting beginning in 1916. 

Until the early 1960s, meetings were commonly held on university campuses, using student hous

ing and university food services. This had the advantage of low cost and generally excellent facilities 

for presentations. It has been increasingly difficult to arrange such complete facilities at universities, 

and the use of only university lecture halls requires bus transport to and from hotels. Recent annual 

meetings have generally been held at hotels or other non-university locations with convention facilities. 

While the abstracts of papers presented at WSN meetings are available to all members, tradition

ally they have not been cited in the scientific literature because they are not in an official publication. 

The exception are abstracts published in American Zoologist when the Society met with the American 

Society of Zoologists. Papers from the 1929 meeting at Hopkins Marine Station were published,10 and 

papers from a 1985 symposium on sea otters formed the core of an edited book.11 There may be other 

such publications of which we are not aware. 

In addition to these western meetings, WSN co-sponsored ten International Symposia between 

1973 and 1988 under the leadership of Secretary David H. Montgomery. Proceedings from several of 

these international meetings have been published (Appendix E). 

While the Society has always been western without regard to country, most members have been 

from the western United States, particularly California (Table 1 ). Perhaps the most notable trend in 

membership has been the recent relative increase in U.S. members outside the western states. The 77th 

Annual Meeting was held in Mexico, in part to increase participation of Mexican colleagues in the 

Society. 

Papers 

In order to examine trends in the interests of members, all contributed papers presented at annual 

meetings were categorized by habitat (Fig. 4A), organism studied (Fig. 4B), and field of study (Table 2) 

for "year pairs" at approximately 10 year intervals ( contributed plus other types of papers were used for 

the years 1914-1918). Papers from each year pair were combined to reduce possible bias due to pai:

ticular meeting locations, symposia, etc. The results suggest that meetings until 1970-1971 were fairly 

balanced by habitat. At present WSN is very marine oriented. Plant papers dominated the initial meet-
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Geographic distribution ofWestem Society ofNaturalists members. Data for 1916 and 1974 com
piled from published membership lists; data for 1994 from files of the Secretariat. Students com
prised 20% of the membership in 1994 (data unavailable for the other years). 

Percent(%) of Members 

State or Country 1916 1974 1994 

California 76 70 45 

Oregon 5 6 4 

Washington 4 5 7 

Alaska 0 <l 2

Hawaii & Guam <l 4 5

OtherU.S.A 11 12 30

Mexico 0 0 <l

Canada 3 3 4

Other Countries 0 1 3

Total Number of Members: 157 1291 1471 

ings of WSN. By the 1950s all taxonomic groups were fairly evenly represented. Papers on inverte

brates began to dominate the meetings in the 1960s. Recent increases in studies on vertebrates (mostly 

fishes) and community ecology may represent new trends. Fields of study have ranged widely, with 

physiological investigations dominating in the l 930s-l 950s, and recent increases in genetic (primarily 

results from the use of new DNA technologies), reproduction and life history, and behavioral studies. 

Most obvious in these trends, however, is the current dominance of ecological papers (Table 2). While 

the Founding Members wanted to stimulate "general interest in the fields of biological science" to 

"meet the needs of all naturalists," papers on marine invertebrate ecology currently dominate at annual 

meetings. 

Do these trends represent real changes in emphasis in biology? Are they artifacts of the formation 

of more recent, specialized societies that have captured some of the former members? It may be that 

WSN itself encouraged this trend. In his foreword to the proceedings of the 1929 meeting'0
, Secretary 

C.V. Taylor noted that most members resided along the Pacific seaboard where opportunities to work in

marine biology had increased with the full time operation of several marine stations, and that "in

recognition of this growing interest, the Western Society of Naturalists has instituted mid-winter meet

ings which have been devoted largely to work accomplished and in progress on the biology of the sea."
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Figure 4. Trends in Contributed Paper topics presented at annual meetings of the Western Society ofNatural
ists. A. Percent of contributed papers by habitat. Terrestrial: includes freshwater; Genera]: includes 
subjects such as general genetics, evolution, etc. B. Percent of contributed papers by organism 
studied. Flants: includes fungi (plants were mostly marine plants in later years); Community: in
cludes multiphylum studies and assemblages. 
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Table 2. Fields of Study of Contributed Papers presented at annual meetings of the Western Society ofNatu-
ralists. Data compiled from year pairs from WSN programs. 

Number of Papers Presented by Year Pairs 

Subject Matter 1914 1932 1940 1950 1960 1970 1981 1990 

1915 1933 1941 1951 1961 1971 1982 1991 

Physiology 3 19 16 35 21 33 45 15 

Genetics 1 0 1 3 3 2 3 11 

Taxonomy 1 0 2 18 7 14 11 11 

Evolution 1 1 1 4 1 2 2 5 

Reproduction 2 6 5 8 4 9 21 17 

Development 7 8 17 11 11 26 25 16 

Ecology 2 4 9 13 11 33 120 89 

Fisheries 0 0 0 2 0 3 6 7 

Pollution 0 0 0 1 0 7 4 11 

Management 3 1 1 0 0 0 2 3 

Techniques 1 2 1 0 2 5 1 8 

Behavior 0 0 0 1 4 10 32 20 

Oceanography 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 

TOTALS: 21 41 53 96 64 144 275 217 

Physiology: includes physiology, disease, cell biology, biochemistry, and effects of parasites; Genetics: 
includes molecular biology; Taxonomy: includes taxonomy and floristic and faunistic studies; Reproduc-
tioo: includes reproduction and life history studies; Development: includes development, growth, and mor-
phological studies; Ecology: includes ecology, natural history, distribution, and recruitment studies; E.i.sh: 
erie.s: includes fisheries, aquaculture, agriculture, and restoration studies; Management: includes manage-
ment and policy; Techniques: includes techniques and education. 

Conclusion 

No doubt the true and most important history ofWSN occurs every year but is not recorded - the 

ideas stimulated and tested, collaborations formed, careers launched, and friendships made and revis

ited as a result of papers presented and the informal social interactions that follow. The history lives 

from the discussions of the Founders over dinner at the Hotel Shattuck in 1911, in the continuation of 

Montgomery's Attitude Adjustment Hours, and at the coffee breaks at the 77th ( or was it the 78th?) 

Annual Meeting in La Paz. Hopefully the Western Society of Naturalists will continue its long tradition 

of stimulating interest in and understanding of nature, and adjusting attitudes. 
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Figure 5. Past Presidents join retiring Western Society ofNaturalists Secretary Dave Montgomery at the 1990 

Annual Meeting in Monterey. Back row (left to right): Michael S. Foster, Steven N. Murray, Megan 

Dethier, F.G. Hochberg, John Tomlinson ( obscured), Ralph I. Smith, John S. Pearse. Front row (left 

to right): Leonard Muscatine, Joel W. Hedgpeth, Gerry Montgomery, David H. Montgomery, Lana 

Cheng, James W. Nybakken. Photograph courtesy of James W. Nybakken. 
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Notes 

1. Most of the text information was obtained from the official archives of the Western Society of

Naturalists (WSN). These records are maintained by F.G. Hochberg in the Department oflnverte

brate Zoology at the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History. A brief summary of the early

history of the Society was written by Francis B .  Sumner [1945. The Western Society of Naturalists.

AAAS Bulletin 4(2): 71-72]. Yost Amrein was the first to assemble a more comprehensive history,

and this was the topic of his presidential address at the 50th Annual Meeting in 1969. Amrein

prepared a written copy for the WSN archives in 1986. Letters in the archives, solicited from long

time members by Amrein and Arthur C. Giese, were particularly useful.
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Milestones in the History of the Western Society of Naturalists 

1916 Founding meeting at San Diego High School, San Diego. Dues $0.50. William E. Ritter 

(Fig. I), Scientific Director, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, presented a paper on 

Biology s Contribution to a System of Morals Adequate for Modern Civilization. 

1917 Meeting held at Stanford University with a symposium on The Present Day Bases for the 

Evolution Theory. 

1918 Diverse program including papers on Opportunities in Ecology (D.T. MacDougal), Wild 

Animal Life in California Illustrated by Moving Pictures (H.C. Bryant), and The Age of a 

Kelp (T.C. Frye). Annual dinner held at the Carlton Hotel, Berkeley. 

1919 Southern California Biology Club affiliates with WSN as the Southern California Section 

of WSN (apparently this Section rarely met separately after affiliation). Year started with 

$111.43 in the treasury, with an additional $23.50 collected in dues. 

1926 Meeting held at Mills College, Oakland, with a symposium entitled Value of Biology to 

Civilization. 

1930 Erik G. Moberg (Appendix A) begins his ten-year tenure as Secretary-Treasurer, second 

only in length to David H. Montgomery. 

1931 Particularily significant among the summer meetings with the Pacific Division of American 

Association for the Advancement of Science, this meeting was held in Pasadena at the 

California Institute of Technology and the Huntington Library. Over I 000 scientists at

tended an evening session in the Greek Theater in Griffith Park. 

1932 Exhibit by Charles A. Kofoid on Scientific Motion Picture Films. 

1933 Secretary Erik G. Moberg noted that the past custom was to meet the week preceding Christ

mas, but some members want to meet the week after so this will be tried in 1933. 

1934 Symposium on The Protozoan Life Cycle with talks by C.V. Taylor, Charles A. Kofoid, and 

Arthur C. Giese. 

1936 At a summer meeting (presumably with the American Association for the Advancement of 

Science), WSN joined with the American Horticultural Society and the American Plant 

Pathologists in a symposium on Physiological Genetics of Higher Plants. 

1939 Treasury began the year with $552.35, and ended with $403.46. 

1940 Letter from C.V. Taylor to Secretary-Treasurer Denis L. Fox (Appendix A) suggested the 

Society should provide funds for secretarial assistance. Fox noted in another letter that 

oceanography is receiving increased emphasis at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and 

that the presence of Scripps oceanographers at a WSN meeting "might contribute a salutary 

effect of balance and an appreciation of marine biological sciences." Symposium mganized 

by George E. MacGinitie on Teaching Biology. 
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Appendix A. 

Bibliographies of Selected Officers of the Western Society of Naturalists 

Harry Beal Torrey (1873-1970) 

Torrey (Fig. 1), one of the founders of what was to become WSN, was 38 at the time of the first 

meeting of the Biological Society of the Pacific in 1911. Although Torrey was primarily an invertebrate 

zoologist, his career spanned experimental biology, physiology, and medicine. 

Born in 1873 in Boston, Torrey attended the University of California at Berkeley in its early years. 

He received his B.S. degree in Natural Science in 1895 (the second year Berkeley awarded the degree) 

and his M.S. in 1898. His first paper, on monogenesis in the sea anemone Metridium, was published in 

1898. He left the West Coast in 1900 to pursue graduate studies at Columbia University where he met 

and married Grace Crabbe and had a daughter, Elizabeth. After he received his Ph.D. in Zoology in 

1903, he returned to Berkeley as an Assistant and then Associate Professor until 1912. During this time 

Torrey traveled extensively and frequently visited the Marine Biological Association of San Diego 

(now Scripps Institution of Oceanography) where he acted as Librarian in 1910. 

Throughout these early years Torrey was interested primarily in anemones, hydroids, and cteno

phores. He collected extensively and wrote papers on taxonomy and morphology because, according to 

Torrey, "in those days biology was primarily a museum science." His monograph on the Hydro ids of 

the Pacific Coast of North America was the first paper of the University of California Publications in 

Zoology. In each of the first 3 volumes of that journal he contributed 2-3 articles. In 1906, at the 

invitation of David Starr Jordan, Torrey took part in the U.S. Fish Commission cruise of the Albatross 

to the Aleutians, Kamchatka, and Japan, bringing back many important zoological specimens. In 1911, 

he helped Charles A. Kofoid draft recommendations for a biological survey of San Francisco Bay. The 

survey was initiated in 1912 but never completed. 

In 1912 Torrey was offered a position as the first Professor of Biology at the new, experimental 

Reed College in Portland, Oregon. Torrey helped write the first Reed College constitution, in which 

faculty were encouraged to take part in drafting the annual budgets. At Reed, Torrey organized a cur

riculum based on research and experimentation. He felt that it was more important for students "to 

develop an inquiring mind than an encyclopedic one." During this period, his publications were prima

rily on behavior in a variety of animals, including a 1916 paper on masturbation in humans. 

Torrey's organizational skills were so well-regarded that in 1920 he was invited to help mganize 

a new curriculum at the University of Oregon's medical school. At this institution he was appointed 

Professor in three Departments: Zoology, Experimental Biology, and Education in Medical Sciences. 

He was instrumental in establishing a 3-year college prerequisite for medical school entry and an active 

advisory system for undergraduates. His research interests turned to physiology, particularly the func

tion of thyroxin. 

In 1927, at age 54, feeling the need for additional training and perhaps for a challenge, Torrey 

attended Cornell University and received his M.D. degree in one year He returned to the West Coast 
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1931 President C.V. Taylor; Vice-President B.M. Allen; Secretary-Treasurer Erik G. Moberg. 

Location: University of California, Berkeley, California. 

1932 President S.C. Brooks; Vice-President Tage Skogsberg; Secretary-Treasurer Erik G. 

Moberg. 

Location: Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific Grove, California. 

1933 President B.M. Allen; Vice-President A.R. Davis; Secretary-Treasurer Erik G. Moberg. 

Location: Asilomar, Pacific Grove, California. 
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1934 President J.J. Kessel; Vice-President C.B. Van Niel; Secretary-Treasurer Erik G. Moberg. 

Location: Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, California. 

1935 President R.C. Miller; Vice-President G.J. Peirce; Secretary-Treasurer Erik G. Moberg. 

Location: University of California, Los Angeles, California. 

1936 President Harry B. Torrey; Vice-President F.W. Went; Secretary-Treasurer Erik G. 

Moberg. 

Location: University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California. 

1937 President F.W. Went; Vice-President H.B. Yocom; Secretary-Treasurer Erik G. Moberg. 

Location: University of California, Berkeley, California. 

1938 President C.V. Taylor; Vice-President A.S. Foster; Secretary-Treasurer Erik G. Moberg. 

Location: California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California. 

1939 President George E. MacGinitie; Vice-President R.C. Miller; Secretary-Treasurer Erik G. 

Moberg; Executive Committee Gilbert M. Smith & S.F. Light. 

Location: Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific Grove, California. 

1940 President Gordon H. Ball; Vice-President Herbert W. Graham; Secretary-Treasurer 

Denis L. Fox. 

Location: University of California, Los Angeles, California. 

1941 President C.H. Danforth; Vice-President Ira L. Wiggins; Secretary-Treasurer Denis L. 

Fox. 

Location: Stanford University, Palo Alto, California. 

1942 President C.H. Danforth; Vice-President Ira L. Wiggins; Secretary-Treasurer Denis L. 

Fox. 

Meeting canceled. 

1943 President C.H. Danforth; Vice-President Ira L. Wiggins; Secretary-Treasurer Ira L. 

Wiggins; Executive Committee C. Epling & Richard M. Eakin. 

No meeting. 

1944 President C.H. Danforth; Secretary-Treasurer Herbert W. Graham. 

No meeting. 
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